The most fascinating insight into the dynamics of the brows, though, operating simultaneously at several levels of irony, comes with the entrance of two customers for the subscription library: both women, one "lower-class," the other "middle-middle class, carrying under her arm a copy of The Forsyte Saga --title outwards, so that passers-by could spot her for a highbrow" (p. 9). She is no such thing, needless to say: the cultural gulf that separates her from the highbrow --signalled as much by that one book title as by her flaunting of her supposed accomplishment in reading it --can no more be bridged than the class and gender divide that separates her from the young beasts of Cambridge. But Mrs. Penn is oblivious to her absurdity, and the reader is meant to spot the narrator's irony and snigger complicitly at her middlebrow pretension. He would not be the only one congratulating himself on his cultural superiority, however, for as the lower-class Mrs. Weaver drops her copy of "Ethel M.
Dell's Silver Wedding," Mrs. Penn "smile [s] up to Gordon, archly, as highbrow to highbrow.
Dell! The lowness of it! The books these lower classes read!" (p. 9). Gordon plays along, and so does the narrator, emphasising at every opportunity Mrs. Penn's pathetic assumption of highbrow solidarity with Gordon. But her literary judgements inevitably give her away, and the comic interchange which follows is intended to provoke a laugh at the expense of Mrs.
Penn's pretensions. As Mrs. Weaver mumbles unselfconsciously in her Cockney accent about Burroughs and Deeping, Mrs. Penn carefully prepares to enact her highbrow role, unaware that the middlebrow platitudes she utters seem as derisory to Gordon and the reader as Mrs. Weaver's preferences do to her.
A spasm passed over Mrs Penn's face at the mention of Burroughs. She turned her back markedly on Mrs Weaver. 'What I feel, Mr Comstock, is that there's something so big about Galsworthy. He's so broad, so universal, and yet at the same time so thoroughly English in spirit, so human. His books are real human documents.' 'And Priestley, too,' said Gordon. 'I think Priestley's such an awfully fine writer, don't you?' 'Oh, he is! So big, so broad, so human! And so essentially English! ' (p. 10) Penn, ironically, her eye on Gordon" --so does the narrator mock the middlebrow woman reader and, by implication, the authors she enjoys, the notorious "broadbrows": Galsworthy, Priestley, and Walpole, who also turns out to be "big," "human," and "so essentially English" (p. 11).
But who are these authors? Theirs are not the names that have come to be identified with the "feminine middlebrow" in recent criticism, though Mrs. Penn fits the stereotype of the feminine middlebrow reader to a tee. They hail, on the contrary, from the male middlebrow canon --not because of their own gender identity, or because their readership was exclusively male (they were consumed extensively by women), but because of the gender-coded associations their writing aroused --"big human documents" indeed, dealing with the major social issues of the time.
ii Galsworthy and Priestley in particular were "serious writers with a message" --hence Mrs. Penn's mistaken assumption that reading them makes her a highbrow (qtd. in Baxendale, 2007, p. 5) . It was Galsworthy and Priestley, rather than the female writers explored by critics such as Alison Light and Nicola Humble, who were Virginia Woolf's acknowledged adversaries. Though Priestley did not make an appearance in her essay "Character in Fiction," it was as true of his books as it was of Galsworthy's that "In order to complete them it seem[ed] necessary to do something -to join a society, or, more desperately, to write a cheque" (Woolf, 2008, p. 44) . Not all middlebrow writing took in social criticism within its purview: what I shall call the political middlebrow was but one subspecies, iii but a subspecies that loomed large in its opponents' imagination, and one whose genealogy could be traced straight back to the Edwardian period.
In "Character in Fiction" Woolf paired Galsworthy with H. G. Wells and Arnold
Bennett: authors still frustratingly popular and influential in the 1920s and 30s, but whose reputations had been made in the 1900s, and who had already been attacked in similar terms by Henry James long before the middlebrow emerged as a recognisable concept. iv The notorious argument between James and Wells on the purpose of the novel, which Woolf chose to replay in her own series of essays, v had been the product of a different cultural context, and avoided many of the clichés which characterised the typical brows exchange of the interwar years, but it did make the political charge of what would later be referred to as "middlebrow" explicit. Wells made it clear that he preferred to be called a journalist rather than an artist (Edel and Ray, 1958, p. 264) because he wanted to discuss "the problems which are being raised in such bristling multitude by our contemporary social development" (p.
148), to critise "laws and institutions … social dogmas and ideas" (p. 154), to influence conduct --to write, in other words, in a political register. In his autobiography he even claimed that the "propaganda novel" was the closest "approximation" to the kind of novel he was advocating, though the views he "thrust" upon his readers were his own, and not "confined to the definite service of some organised party…" (p. 224).
The same could be said of his other contemporaries who would come to be retrospectively labelled middlebrow by the younger generation. There is no doubt that when writers of the 1920s and 30s as different as Woolf and Huxley looked down with disdain on their Edwardian predecessors, the Edwardians' political commitments damned them as surely as their representational aesthetic. The big names of the 1900s --Shaw, Wells, Chesterton,
Kipling --for all their wildly differing ideologies, had one thing in common: they were polemicists, writers with a purpose --often journalists, always public moralists. They tried to convince and persuade their audiences, they had programmes, they wrote propaganda --whether socialist, Christian, or imperialist is a secondary matter --and their programmes did not have an exclusively artistic import, but a social, supra-literary one. This approach to writing (fiction, non-fiction, drama, or poetry) had deep roots in the Victorian period, and it persisted long into the twentieth century, but its Edwardian incarnation had the unfortunate distinction of furnishing a favourite straw man for subsequent highbrow critiques. By the end of Edward the VII's reign, despite their socialist oppositional credentials, Wells and Shaw were firmly planted as members of the cultural establishment --and ideologically much more elitist than democratic ones at that --but none of this mattered when it came to the battle of the brows. As writers, they could never be considered anything else than middling, and though at the opposite pole from Chesterton or Kipling politically, in terms of popular appeal and proselytising intent they could safely be lumped together. As John Gross has argued, "However critical of the established order, men like Shaw and Wells, Bennett and Chesterton put their trust in a popular audience; they might promulgate minority opinions, but not the idea of a minority culture"; they were "preachers, debaters, entertainers" (1969, p. 211 Baxendale, 2007, p. 26 ).
Both, therefore, represented a very specific strand of the political middlebrow tradition whose greatest Edwardian exponent was G. K. Chesterton. pronounced on every topic of interest to the British public --from Empire, eugenics, and
Christianity to the culture of the "common man," the role of the state, and the value of the past. Orwell, with his championing of the "English common man," his baiting of left-wing bohemian "cranks" and "faddists," his romantic anti-capitalism and radical populism, and his use of the press as a pulpit and of speculative fiction as a vehicle for political polemics, successfully transplanted numerous strains of Chesterton's practice and worldview into the post-Edwardian age, though his recognition of the influence was often expressed in decidedly oedipal terms.
Chesterton was born a bit too early to be part of the High Modernist generation; But is it not a sort of parricide for a person of my age (thirty-eight) to find fault with H. G. Wells? Thinking people who were born about the beginning of this century are in some sense Wells's own creation. How much influence any mere writer has, and especially a "popular" writer whose work takes effect quickly, is questionable, but I doubt whether anyone who was writing books between 1900 and 1920, at any rate in the English language, influenced the young so much. The minds of all of us, and therefore the physical world, would be perceptibly different if Wells had never existed. Only, just the singleness of mind, the one-sided imagination that made him seem like an inspired prophet in the Edwardian age, make him a shallow, inadequate thinker now…. Back in the nineteen-hundreds it was a wonderful experience for a boy to discover H. G. Wells…. Up to 1914 Wells was in the main a true prophet…. The succession of lower-middle-class novels which are his greatest achievement stopped short at the other war and never really began again, and since 1920 he has squandered his talents in slaying paper dragons. (1941, pp. 539-40) This mixture of admiration and repudiation characterised Orwell's attitude to Chesterton as well, but while he never claimed that Chesterton influenced him as Wells did, Chestertonian themes appear in his work with much greater frequency. unsentimentally realistic: for all its "golden summer" appeal, it had been a "vulgar" and "grotesque" epoch, "unjust" and "unequal."
It was the age of Chaliapin and the Russian Ballet, and of the revival in England of a serious interest in music and painting. It was also the age of ragtime and the tango, of the k-nuts in their grey tophats, of house-boats and hobble skirts, and of a splashing to and fro of wealth such as the world had not seen since the early Roman empire. The Victorian Puritanism had at last broken down, money was pouring in from all directions …. it was meritorious not merely to be rich, but to look rich. Life in London was a ceaseless round of entertainment, on a scale unheard-of before and barely imaginable now …. There was also the life of the country houses, with their platoons of servants …. Of course, if you happened not to belong to the world of champagne and hot-house strawberries, life before 1914 had serious disadvantages. (1948, pp. 396-7) And it was precisely Chesterton's and Orwell's beloved "underdogs" who did not belong, the small tradesmen as much as the manual workers. the "ordinary working man," and purporting to share his natural revulsion against socialist (read highbrow) ideals, whether expressed in arid Marxist jargon or in eccentric crankiness.
viii "'Socialism' is pictured as a state of affairs in which our more vocal Socialists would feel thoroughly at home," Orwell wrote (1937, p. 170), but it was precisely the atmosphere of these "Socialist Utopias" that alienated most decent people (Chesterton, 1908, p. 189 ). The
Socialist "ideal" of happiness, Chesterton confirmed, was unattractive to a "healthy" English mind (1908, p. 190) . Both authors started out by saying that it was with "inhuman" and by implication un-English socialists rather than with socialism that their quarrel lay (Orwell, 1937, p. 169) . Socialists were interfering "prigs," out of touch with the "the mass of the common people," they had no conception of normal human desires, of the sanctity of privacy, family life, or the pub (Chesterton, 1908, pp. 189-190; Orwell, 1937, p. 164 detests and I detest; the talk about the inevitable, the love of statistics, the materialist theory of history, the trivialities of Sociology, and the uproarious folly of Eugenics" (1908, p. 190) .
The antagonism went beyond party affiliation, beyond a shared contempt for meddling Fabian technocracy or Marxist theory. Chesterton and Orwell were fighting a culture war on behalf of the so-called democracy against a self-appointed highbrow elite (see Orwell, 1937, p. 152, 198) . Sneering at such practices as teetotalism and vegetarianism was an integral part of this project: "Vegetarianism and all pitting of animal against human rights is a silly fad" proclaimed Chesterton (1908, p. 190) , and from The Napoleon of Notting Hill -juice, birth-control, poetry, etc." (1939, p. 226; 1937, p. 150 ). Needless to say, they do not allow pubs. Thirty years earlier Chesterton had already mocked the sandal-wearers, theosophists, 'high thinking and plain living' artistic types who inhabited the Edwardian garden cities and suburbs, and Orwell himself recognised well enough that the turn of the twentieth century was not just a time of traditional working and lower-middle-class virtues, but of avant-garde pretensions, "when Socialism, vegetarianism, New Thought, feminism, homespun garments and the wearing of beads were all vaguely interconnected" (1940, p. 155) . In Coming Up For Air, therefore, it was less a particular period that he commemorated than a way of life and thought which still persisted among some classes of the realm, and which was still under attack from so-called "progressive"
elements as it had been in Chesterton's day. A lot had changed, but certain conflicts of the 1900s were still being played out in the 1930s. 1944, long after the paper's demise, he misattributed a poem which had appeared in its pages to Chesterton (1944, p. 153 ). Chesterton's prophetic powers also received commendation:
along with Hilaire Belloc in The Servile State (which had "remarkable insight"), he had successfully "predicted the disappearance of democracy and private property, and the rise of a slave society which might be called either capitalist or Communist" (1946, p. 270) .
It is therefore all the more surprising that despite these signs of filial inheritance, there is not only no hint anywhere that Orwell consciously viewed Chesterton as a precursor or model, but on the contrary, every indication that he regarded him as an ideological opponent.
As a "reactionary" Catholic apologist, ineffectually dreaming of a return to medieval peasant proprietorship, glorifying France and Italy, and making scurrilous remarks against the Jews, Chesterton came to symbolise for Orwell -whenever he was not being classed with Dr.
Johnson that is --the antithesis of true Englishness. xi This wilful schizophrenia may be put down to Orwell's own prejudices: Catholics were the historical enemies of England, and Where politics are involved, Mrs. Penn's "so essentially English" ceases to be a pretext for ridicule, and becomes a compliment of the highest order. Though the targets are the same, the middlebrow-baiting narrator of Aspidistra is nowhere in sight, for it is ideology rather than culture which is at stake. Whenever Orwell reviews a Catholic author negatively (which is almost always), a comparison with Chesterton is never far behind. xii The "one major objective of young English Catholic writers" --Waugh and Greene presumably --may be "not to resemble Chesterton" (1948, p. 405 ), but it is from him that all the "clever Conservative" litterateurs who assume Catholic superiority, who are against "Government interference of any kind," and who try to laugh the modern world "out of existence,"
"derive," they are his "followers," and are "influenced by him" (1946, p. 103-4; 1946, p. 101 ).
Most of these pronouncements date from the 1940s, and Orwell's own early dislike of do-gooder interference --when his uncanny similarity to Chesterton extended even to matters of hygiene xiii --is conveniently forgotten. But though he let religious bigotry cloud his judgement, Orwell still sensed an underlying kinship with his Edwardian predecessor: "From either a literary or a political point of view," he admitted, contemporary Catholic journalists "are simply the leavings on Chesterton's plate. Chesterton's vision of life was false in some ways, and he was hampered by enormous ignorance, but at least he had courage. He was ready to attack the rich and powerful, and he damaged his career by doing so" (1944, p. 263) .
Though misguided ideologically, in other words, Chesterton's social commitment was worthy of admiration. In his most extended consideration of the older writer's outlook --the seminal "Notes on Nationalism" essay --Orwell again attempted a balanced assessment. And as with his appraisal of Wells, he could not hide his belief that it was all downhill for G. K. C.
after the Edwardian high point. "Ten or twenty years ago, " Orwell wrote in 1945, referring precisely to the period -the mid-twenties to the mid-thirties --when his views were being formed by the reading of G. K.'s Weekly, the form of nationalism most closely corresponding to Communism today was political Catholicism. Its most outstanding exponent … was G. K. Chesterton. Chesterton was a writer of considerable talent who chose to suppress both his sensibilities and his intellectual honesty in the cause of Roman Catholic propaganda. During the last twenty years or so of his life, his entire output was in reality an endless repetition of the same thing…. Every book that he wrote, every scrap of dialogue, had to demonstrate beyond the possibility of mistake the superiority of the Catholic over the Protestant or the pagan …. The interesting thing is that had the romantic rubbish which he habitually wrote about France and the French army been written by somebody else about Britain and the British army, he would have been the first to jeer. In home politics he was a Little Englander, a true hater of jingoism and imperialism, and according to his lights a true friend of democracy. Yet when he looked outwards into the international field, he could forsake his principles without even noticing he was doing so. Thus, his almost mystical belief in the virtues of democracy did not prevent him from admiring Mussolini. Mussolini had destroyed the representative government and the freedom of the press for which Chesterton had struggled so hard at home, but Mussolini was an Italian and had made Italy strong, and that settled the matter. Nor did Chesterton ever find a word to say about imperialism and the conquest of coloured races when they were practised by Italians or Frenchmen. His hold on reality, his literary taste, and even to some extent his moral sense, were dislocated as soon as his nationalistic loyalties were involved…. (pp. 144-5) later writing. Chesterton had outlived his time, and in the new reality of the interwar world he had lost his bearings and had to be repudiated -not because he was middlebrow but because his politics had taken a wrong turning. Orwell, like Wells and unlike Woolf, saw nothing wrong with "propaganda" as such (though he did aspire to "make political writing into an art" (1946, p. 319)), but he reserved the right to critique propaganda which was inimical to his own beliefs. xiv As a rationale for breaking with the writers of the 1900s, this was worlds away from the stereotypical highbrow's principled aversion to any kind of populist social commentary.
But in the end it matters little whether Orwell dismissed predecessors like Chesterton and contemporaries like Priestley or embraced them. The views they held in common cannot be wished away, and though their fears and aspirations were not shared by every middlebrow reader, they do remain as faithful expressions of an instantly recognisable cultural formation.
The "middlebrow" in this context describes not so much a kind of readership or taste, but a mode of writing: a mode whose marriage of art and politics was, ironically enough, more akin to the concerns of various Continental avant-gardes than was English Modernism itself.
And it was a mode which throve remarkably well when transplanted to national soils where the "brow" framework had never taken root. Virginia Woolf's enemies were popular not just in England, but also (despite, or perhaps because of their "essential Englishness") in countries such as the Soviet Union, where their politically engaged but formally conservative style ensured a glowing reception untarnished by any anti-middlebrow snobbery. While
Endnotes i
See Caroline Pollentier's chapter in this book.
ii I owe this formulation to John Baxendale.
iii Just like the political highbrow identified by Leonard Woolf (see Collini, 2006, ch. 5) .
iv See Edel and Ray, 1958. For a discussion of the emergence of the familiar triad "Wells, Bennett, and Galsworthy" in the context of the 1920s attack on Edwardianism see the Appendix to Bellamy, 1971. v Some of which appeared in the same organ as James's "The Younger Generation" -the Times Literary Supplement --though Woolf's should have been titled the Older Generation. See Hynes, 1972 , although treatments of this topic are legion, and no consideration of the Modernist "Great Divide" can dispense with it. vi Orwell and Englishness is a huge topic, for an introduction see Clarke, 2006 and all his secondary sources. For Priestley see Baxendale, 2007 and (for the opposite view) Waters, 1994. vii See Orwell's "Boys' Weeklies" (1940) in CW 12: 57-79. viii What the workers themselves thought of their middlebrow defenders was not always very flattering: on the uneasy relationship between the working-class intellectual and the middlebrow see Hilliard, 2005 . Table. Although the Catholic apologists, because they have "a serious purpose," make "the best comic writers" ("Funny, But Not Vulgar" in CW 16: 483). 
